
Washington Boro Church of God 
Barnabas Initiatives consultation


Washington Boro COG is like an old apple tree. It has matured 
over the decades. It is deeply rooted. It is still bearing fruit. 
Everyone seems to agree, though, that the old tree is near the 
end of its lifespan. With good nurture, the tree could live for a few 
more years. With rigorous pruning, the tree could be revitalized to 
bear more fruit. By grafting new branches into the old rootstock, 
the tree could flourish and bear fruit for a long time. Now is the 
time to consider these options--and to come to consensus on the 
best way forward.


1. Nurture a (niche or specialized) Church for Seniors  
Washington Boro COG is a comfortable place for mature adult believers. One option 
that is open to Washington Boro is to continue reaching out to older/retired individuals. 


Washington Boro has the ability and giftings to reach out to older people. The 
congregation is welcoming and hospitable, and offers a place for people to come “as 
is” without fear of rejection. The strengths the church has to reach the senior citizen 
demographic are abundant, but they are strengths that can always be improved upon.   


Continuing to be a church for mature adults requires energy and intentionality.  With 
deliberation and modest adjustments, Washington Boro has the potential to attract 
more seniors to the church. One of the likely repercussions to consider, however, is 
how long the congregation can sustain itself as an older and retired congregation. 


If the people of Washington Boro decide on this option, they would be recognizing that 
the doors could close in five to ten years. Closing would not need to be a time to feel 
shame.  When the moment comes for the doors of Washington Boro to close, it can be 
a time of celebration for the nearly 200 years of fruitful life. The congregation can 
rejoice in how faithful the church has been to ministry and outreach, and for the seeds 
planted over that time in continued love for the people in the church and community.   


Assets: SEED teams, Coffee Time, fellowship hall, ice cream Sundays, welcoming, 
accepting, hospitable, generous, caring, helpful, praying, loyal families, flex for children

Liabilities: energy level, retirement incomes, lifespan of older members 

Modest Changes (such as): 


● visibility: new signs, Facebook page, ads on placemats at Central Manor Bakery 
and Grill; ads at produce stands, mailings to zip code area  


● outreach: coffee time, Ladies Night Out, Men’s BBQ, engagement in Tomato 
Festival (parking, food, or trash with T-shirts) and Heritage Days, repair ministry


Implications for pastoral search: an older pastor is fine.

Probably of Success: 9 (out of 10) for a limited future (e.g. 5-10 years)




2. Rigorously Prune to be a Church for All Ages  
When pruning a tree, the gardener is cutting back branches that have lost their 
fruitfulness. In the process of pruning, the gardener is making room for new branches 
to grow and produce fruit.  Although this takes time and energy, it’s an opportunity to 
see new life. A second option that Washington Boro COG has is to rigorously prune its 
branches and make essential changes that can attract and support young families.


Pruning an older congregation can be difficult and painful. However, if Washington 
Boro can overcome the fear of change and the reluctance to change, the church has 
the capacity to be a home for younger families searching for a church family. The gifts 
of shepherding, discipleship and nurturing relationships are abundant, and with 
substantial pruning, these could be the catalyst that spurs new growth.


For this option, Washington Boro must also consider the energy level needed to make 
the changes necessary to attract and support young families.  This option would 
necessitate changes in worship structure, outreach, and more (see below). Is the 
congregation willing to make the drastic changes necessary in the pruning process?


Assets: Josh and Sara, Scott and Shannon (and Devlin), SEED teams, fellowship hall, 
welcoming, accepting, hospitable, generous, caring, praying, flex for children, Heritage 
Days, Tomato Festival, group home, river, park, produce stands, local post office. 

Liabilities: reluctance to change, fear of offending and losing people, fear of failure, 
energy level, facility limitations, preserved farms (which limits new housing in area) 

Drastic Changes (such as): 


● focus: strong, sustained, priority investment in younger families

● outreach: Heritage Days and Tomato Festival (with T-shirts), zip code mailings, 

ice cream sundae Sundays, weekend backpack ministry at elementary school

● ministry: addiction recovery (group home, Celebrate Recovery) 

● activities: kayak, canoe, camping 

● council: bring two younger attenders onto council for search--and beyond

● worship: consistent service times; contemporary songs, uptempo hymns (3-4 

verses only) box drum, guitar, bass, keyboard; “secret shopper” evaluations

● visibility: new signs, website, Facebook, ads at Central Manor Bakery and Grill 

and produce stands, engagement in Tomato Festival and Heritage Days, 
involvement with group home and local schools


● facility: repaint interior with contemporary colors, replace or remove pulpit

Implications for pastoral search: secure younger pastor, with high energy, who is good 
at relationships, networking, and outreach 

Probability of Success: 5 out of 10 for foreseeable future




3. Graft New Branches into Established Rootstock for a Blended Church  
Grafting new branches onto an older tree allows the tree to retain an identity and 
continue as a distinct body. Grafting infuses the energy of new branches into 
established rootstock to revitalize the whole tree. In the metaphor of grafting, a third 
option for WB is to be blended into the life and ministry of another COG church.


In recent years, pace-setting churches have pursued outreach and revitalization in 
creative new ways. Churches are starting multiple worship services, some at different 
times and places, and expanding with new sites in nearby communities. Some are  
enfolding smaller churches to create a one, combined church with multiple campuses. 


By blending vision, strengths, and locations, these melded churches are stronger and 
more fruitful than any of the component sites and churches. With the current ERC goal 
of church revitalization, this is a good time to explore ways to graft churches together.


In this area, a stronger church—such as Central Manor, Landisville, or Mt. Joy--could 
partner with one or more smaller churches. Columbia is positioned for ministry to 
school students and the Columbia borough. Real Life has an excellent facility at a 
prime location in East Petersburg. Washington Bore is near a group home (linked to a 
cluster of homes) and could host worship and fellowship events for addiction recovery. 


Unlike options #1 and #2, which are familiar ones, this would be an unknown venture. 
Folks at Washington Boro would need to set out like Abraham who, when called by 
God, obeyed and went, even thought he did not know where he was going. (Heb 11:8)


Assets: welcoming, accepting, hospitable, generous, caring, helpful, praying, loyal 
families, flex for children, location, nearby group home linked to a cluster of homes  
Liabilities: reluctance to change, fear of failure, loss of (some) identity

Unfolding Changes: 


● 2017: talk to potential partner churches about grafting.

● 2018: If open to talk, actively explore with a prospective partner church

✴ with Input from a melded church, e.g. New Life Community BIC, Carlisle (Pa.)

● 2019: inauguration of pilot project(s) for outreach and revitalization by the ERC.


Implications for pastoral search: appoint an interim for an extended time (12-24 mos.) 

Probability of Success: 7 out of 10 for a long-term future.


Recommended Action  
This seems like the right time to set direction for Washington Boro COG. The 
congregation will be selecting a new pastor. After conversations with many in the 
church, Barnabas Initiatives has identified three distinct and viable options for future 
direction. It would be wise for the church council with the participation of the full 
congregation to pray, talk, and decide together on one of these options. 
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